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why mH≈126 GeV ?

Answer #1:  because Higgs mass “is 
maliciously designed to prolong the 

agony of Beyond Standard Model 
theorists” (NAH)

Answer #2a:  Because it’s the most 
dangerous place for  Higgs mass to be 

(Buttazzo et al)

Answer #3:  Because the  Higgs 
doublet mass parameter in the 
Lagrangian  is  mH^2 ≈ -mZ^2

(my fortune teller) 

Answer #2b:   
“Multiple point criticality principle” 

(Frogatt,Nielsen)



why mH≈126 GeV ?

My opinion: someone is pulling our leg



What have 
the Higgs hunters 

brought us



Higgs production rates, split into 
separate production and decay 
channels 

Some information about tensor 
structure of the Higgs couplings 

Constraints on precision observables 
where Higgs enters indirectly 

what have the experimentalists ever done for  us ?



2D likelihood contours for ggH 
and VBF/VH cross sections in the 
leading decay channels provided 
by experiment!  

Recently, 2D likelihood in the 
numerical form in the γγ, ZZ 
and WW channels from ATLAS! 
Going beyond Gaussian 
approximations now possible!!! 

what have the experimentalists ever done for  us ?



!We Want More!

[6D likelihoods]: For each decay, provide 
likelihoods separated into all 5 production 
modes (ggF, VBF, WH, ZH, ttH). 

[Tensor structure]: For decay channels 
sensitive to tensor structure for Higgs 
couplings provide likelihood separated into  
each allowed form factor (expanded in 
momentum).   

[Fiducial cross sections]: Asymptotically, 
publish a set of cross sections and 
acceptances. 

Boudjema et al.
1307.5865 
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Figure 3: An example from CMS [49] of the likelihood in the µ(ggF + ttH, γγ) −
µ(VBF + VH, γγ) plane. The color indicates the value of the likelihood, which conveys more

information than just the contours. Preferably this information would be directly available in

numerical form via INSPIRE [50].

significant step could be taken towards a more precise fit in the context of a given BSM theory.

Note that the signal strengths’ dependence onmH is especially important for the high-resolution

channels (γγ and ZZ, also Zγ in the future). While the signal strengths seem to form a plateau

in the case of H → γγ (at least in ATLAS), there is a very sizable change in the H → ZZ

channel if we change mH by 1 or 2 GeV.

The likelihood could be communicated either as a standalone computer library or as a

large grid data file. This choice is mostly meant to be an intermediate step between a full

effective Lagrangian parameterization (which would be difficult to communicate) and simple

2D parameterizations which unfortunately do not cover all the theoretical possibilities. Having

the full likelihood shape and not just some contours would allow the community to overcome

the Gaussian limitation.

4 Tensor structure of Higgs boson couplings

Apart from the Higgs production and decay rates, experiments can probe differential distri-
butions of decay products in Higgs n-body decays with n > 2 which carry valuable information

about the tensor structure of the Higgs couplings. For example, in the case of H → V V
∗ → 4f

decays (assuming massless fermions), the Higgs boson H couplings to the SM gauge bosons can

be parametrized as
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with some form factors F1,2,3. At the zeroth order in the vector boson momentum expansion,

the first form factor is a constant, F1 = a1 and F2,3 = 0. Note that (F1, F2, F3) = (1, 0, 0)
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fiducial cross section become available, to make a proper fit for parameters of interest, it is
important that experiments provide a complete covariance matrix of uncertainties between the
measured fiducial cross sections.

A parallel effort is required also from the theory community to develop the tools necessary
for computing, with adequate precision, fiducial cross sections or “fiducial volume” acceptances
with the associated uncertainties and their correlations for the SM Higgs boson, for a variety
of BSM theories, for an effective Lagrangian approach, or for any other theoretical framework
one might want to entertain.

The ultimate measurements of an “over-defined” set of fiducial cross sections σfid
i can be

unravelled into total cross sections associated with specific production mechanisms σtot
j via a

fit of the following set of linear equations:

σfid
i =

�

j

Ath
ij × σtot

j , (7)

where Ath
ij are theoretical acceptances of “fiducial volumes”, in which fiducial cross sections σfid

i

are measured.
The beauty of the concept of fiducial cross sections is that experimental uncertainties asso-

ciated with measurements of fiducial cross sections σfid
i and theoretical uncertainties associated

with “fiducial volume” acceptances Ath
ij are nicely factorized. Therefore, updates of theoret-

ical acceptances/uncertainties or a confrontation of emerging new models with experimental
results do not require a re-analysis of experimental data. One can also treat the total cross
sections σtot

j as nuisance parameters and fit data for theoretical acceptances Ath
ij (e.g., a 0-jet

veto acceptance), if it is these quantities that one is primarily interested in.
We would like to advocate that experiments do measure fiducial cross sections even at 8 TeV

in as many final states as feasible, however small this number might be. The future LHC center-
of-mass energies will be higher and no more updates for the 8 TeV fiducial cross sections will
be likely.

Finally, we note that measurements of differential fiducial cross sections, when they become
possible, will be even more powerful (in comparison to just total exclusive fiducial cross sections)
for scrutinizing the SM Lagrangian structure of the Higgs boson interactions, including tests
for new tensorial couplings, non-standard production modes, determination of effective form
factors, etc.
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what have the experimentalists ever done for  us ?



What to do with it



  

Interpret the Higgs data  in the context of an  
effective theory: systematic expansion of all 
possible interactions  between Higgs and other  
SM fields

Interpret the Higgs data in the context of  
concrete model beyond the SM (MCHM5, 
MCHM14, LstH, MSSM, CMSSM, NMSSM, 
NSA, ... )

Also a valid approach, but mind 
that any particular BSM model is 

almost certainly wrong ;-) 

Default approach 
in this talk

Now we need a framework to interpret all this in the 
context of physics beyond the Standard Model



Effective Lagrangian 
for Higgs interactions



Critical Assumption

No flavor-violating Higgs couplings

No CP violating Higgs couplings 

Custodial symmetry

No large cancellations in electroweak precision observables

etc

There is no new particles with m≲mh and significant coupling to the 
Higgs

Technical Assumption
Higgs is scalar particle embedded in field H that transforms 

as
 21/2 representation under SU(2)w x U(1)y.

 Expansion in operator dimension
Typically, Further 
“Backdoor” Assumptions

(underlying effective theory approach)

(to organize expansion 
of eff. theory interactions)

(to reduce # of parameters, 
may and should be relaxed
when more data available)

Alternative option:
derivative expansion 
as in ChPT for QCD 

Effective Higgs Lagrangian  



Expansion in operator dimensions

Just neutrino masses, 
irrelevant for Higgs story

Includes operators modifying 
Higgs couplings!  

d>6 dimensional operators;
not important for Higgs studies, 

given current precision  

Effective Higgs Lagrangian  

  

Dimension-6 operators enumerated long ago by Buchmuller and Wyler 
(‘86). Minimal complete set of operators written down in 
Grzadkowski,Iskrzynski,Misiak,Rosiek, 1008.4884 

After removing redundant operators one ends up with 59 dimension-6 
operators (for 1 generation), including 28 operators that involve the 
Higgs field

One convenient basis to write down these operators is the so-called 
SILH basis, Giudice,Grojean,Pomarol,Rattazzi, hep-ph/0703164; see 
Contino et al. 1303.3876 for a recent reappraisal 



Couplings to 
EW gauge 

bosons

Self-
Couplings Couplings to 

fermions

No Higgs

Effective Higgs Lagrangian  

In the SM Lagrangian, Higgs couples to mass of EW bosons and fermions



Gauge  
boson self-
interactions

4-fermion 
operators

CP Violating  
interactions

2-fermion 
dipole 

operators

2-fermion 
vertex 

corrections
Higgs interactions with 
itself, SM gauge bosons 
and Yukawa interactions 

with fermions 

Effective Higgs Lagrangian  

Notice that Eqs. (B.94) and (B.95) are directly implied by Eq. (3.53), which follows from

custodial invariance. It is simple to verify that the identities (3.47) and (3.48) are satisfied

by the couplings appearing on the left-hand sides of respectively Eq. (B.94) and (B.95).

The above discussion shows explicitly that every operator in Eq. (3.46) can be dressed

up with NG bosons and made manifestly invariant under local SU(2)L ×U(1)Y transforma-

tions.
26

The part of Eq. (B.86) which does not depend on the Higgs field h coincides with the

non-linear chiral Lagrangian for SU(2)L × U(1)Y [79], in the limit of exact custodial sym-

metry. This latter assumption can be relaxed by specifying the sources of explicit breaking

of the custodial symmetry, i.e. its spurions, in terms of which one can construct additional

operators formally invariant under SU(2)L ×U(1)Y local transformations. For example, the

list of operators that follows in the case in which custodial invariance is broken by a field

with the EW quantum numbers of hypercharge has been recently discussed in Ref. [55].

Since the choice of quantum numbers of the spurions is model-dependent (and in fact the

strongest effects are expected to arise from the breaking due to the top quark, rather than

hypercharge), we do not report here any particular list of operators, and prefer to refer to

the existing literature for further details.

C Relaxing the CP-even hypothesis

If one relaxes the hypothesis that h is CP-even, there are six extra dimension-6 operators

that need to be added to the effective Lagrangian (2.2):
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(C.96)

26Notice that h is invariant under SU(2)L × SU(2)R (hence SU(2)L × U(1)Y ) transformations. In the

case in which h belongs to an SU(2)L doublet H, this follows from the fact that h parametrizes the norm of

the doublet: H†
H = (v + h)2/2.
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After including dimension-6 operators:
- Higgs couplings to matter no longer fixed by mass  
- New tensors structures appear in vertices



SILH Lagrangian

Dictionary

⇓⇓ ⇓

- 11 parameters of SILH  
Lagrangian translates to 
modifications of 5 SM  0-
derivative Higgs boson 
couplings and 8 new 2-
derivate couplings

XXX

0-derivative couplings, present in SM

2-derivative, not present in SM

sw=sin(θW)
cw=cos(θW)

Effective Higgs Lagrangian  



Effective Higgs Lagrangian  

⇓⇓ ⇓

- 11 parameters of SILH  
Lagrangian translate to 
modifications of 5 SM  0-
derivative Higgs boson 
couplings and 8 new 2-
derivate couplings
- one relation among cVV and 
one among κVV 

XXX

0-derivative couplings, present in SM

2-derivative, not present in SM

SILH Lagrangian



Including the full set of dimension-6 operators is the 
only correct approach in the long run, but not practical 
at this point of history 

 In the following, simplified effective Higgs Lagrangian, 
after imposing some reasonable and motived assumptions: 
- Ignoring 2-fermion vertex and dipole operators (most 
of them strongly constrained by precision measurements)
- Ignoring CP-violating operators (no interference in 
observables so effects expected smaller)
- Require no power divergent 1-loop corrections  to 
oblique parameters S T W Y (custodial symmetry + 1 more 
condition) 

Simplified Effective Higgs Lagrangian  



Simplified Effective Higgs Lagrangian  
Some parameters of SILH Lagrangian are strongly 
constrained by electroweak precision tests. In particular, 
tree level contributions to S and T
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At 1 loop, power divergent contributions to oblique parameters

To avoid it, impose custodial symmetry relations



Simplified Effective Higgs Lagrangian  
Some parameters of SILH Lagrangian are strongly 
constrained by electroweak precision tests. In particular, 
tree level contributions to S and T
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To avoid it, impose custodial symmetry + 1 more relation



Simpler effective theory with 7 free parameters 

<ALL> these parameters are meaningfully constrained by current Higgs data

Limit of SM+SILH with constraints 

Standard Model limit: cV=cf=1, cgg=cγγ=cZγ=0

Simplified Effective Higgs Lagrangian  



Global Fit

\



I fit couplings of the effective theory to 
available ATLAS, CMS, and Tevatron data and 
EW precision tests from LEP, SLC, Tevatron

For EW precision observables, I assume 
vanishing  contributions to EW observables 
from higher dimensional operators at 
threshold Λ=3TeV (only running effect from 
threshold to EW scale included)

Starting with unconstrained 7 parameter,  
below I give central value and 68%CL 
range. Then I’m moving to constrained 2 
parameter fits motivated by new physics 
models

Ignoring systematic and theory errors. 
Assuming errors in different channels are 
Gaussian and uncorrelated (except for in  
EW precision tests) 

But taking into account 2D likelihoods in the 
GGF-VBF plane, whenever available 

Global fits

Some related work



Naive theorist level combinations ignore important issues  about systematics and 
correlations 

However, comparing directly with analogous fits performed by experiments so 
far one always finds a decent agreement (errors slightly underestimated, but 
the favored region of parameter space always similar)

Does it make any sense?
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7 Parameter Fit

\



7 parameter fit

Best fit and 68% CL range for 
parameters (warning, some 
errors very non-Gaussian) 

 Islands of good fit with 
negative cu, cd, cl ignored here

 Δχ2=χ2SM  -  χ2min  ≈ 7, with  7 d.o.f.
the SM hypothesis is a perfect fit :-((( 

Fit as of 23/09/2013
(thanks to Hermès Belusca)



7 parameter fit
It couples to W and Z mass!!!

Too early to say whether 
it couples to top due to weak

limits on tth production
 It couples to fermions!

(actually constraints on cd indirectly 
via constraints on total width )

Weak limit on coupling to Zγ
due to weak experimental limits

(c.f with effective cZγ=0.014 in SM)

Weak limit on coupling
to gluons due to degeneracy

with cu (c.f. effective 
cgg=0.012 in SM)

Quite strong limit 
on coupling to photons

(c.f. effective cγγ=0.0076 in SM) 

using only Higgs data:



Overwhelming evidence it is 
a Higgs boson

Statement independent of 
possible higher order 
couplings to W and Z 

Smells like the Higgs boson 

7 parameter fit
Higgs data alone:

EW data alone:

Higgs+EW data:



A Higgs is a scalar particle 
that takes part in 
electroweak breaking, that 
is to say, it couples to W 
and Z mass so as to 
unitarize their scattering 
amplitudes

For a unique Higgs with 
cV=1 it gets promoted to 
the SM Higgs  

Overwhelming evidence it is 
a Higgs boson

Statement independent of 
possible higher order 
couplings to W and Z 

Smells like the Higgs boson 

7 parameter fit
Higgs at Last !!!!!

One can still hope it’s not 
the SM Higgs boson... 

but no experimental hints 
in that direction 



7 parameter fit
It couples to W and Z mass!!!

Too early to say whether 
it couples to top due to weak

limits on tth production
 It couples to fermions!

(actually constraints on cd indirectly 
via constraints on total width )

Weak limit on coupling to Zγ
due to weak experimental limits

(c.f with effective cZγ=0.014 in SM)

Weak limit on coupling
to gluons due to degeneracy

with cu (c.f. effective 
cgg=0.012 in SM)

Quite strong limit 
on coupling to photons

(c.f. effective cγγ=0.0076 in SM) 



7 parameter fit

For most Higgs observables, degeneracy between cgg and cu
Only broken by the tth production mode 

Couplings to gluons and top probed mostly by gluon 
fusion Higgs production mode

Current limits on tth production still weak 

ATLAS CMS combined
HIG-13-019-pas

Constrained
combination

cu



7 parameter fit
Couplings to gluons and top probed mostly by gluon 

fusion Higgs production mode

Constrained
combination

cu

For most Higgs observables, degeneracy between cgg and cu
In the future, broken also by Higgs production at high pT
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Figure 3: Coefficients α, β, γ as a functions of pT . Black (solid) – α(pT ), blue (dotted) –

γ(pT ), red (dashed) – β(pT ), for the center of mass energy
√
S = 14 TeV.

calculation we have set the renormalization and the factorization scales at

µr = µf =
�

p
2
T
+m

2
H
. (2.12)

To take into account higher order NLO QCD corrections we have calculated the K(pT )

factors using HqT
6 [23], and for this choice of the renormalization and factorization scale K

factors are roughly pT independent and are approximatelyK(pT ) ∼ 2. We have also verified

that the resummation effects are negligible in the pT range we have considered. Isocontours

of the differential cross section in the (ct, cg) plane are shown in Fig 4, we can see that they

strongly resemble the isocurves of the matrix elements, since the subprocess qq̄ → gH is

strongly subleading.

Measurement of the cross section at fixed pT will constrain the plane to a line (band).

Combining measurements at various pT (intersection of the bands) will fix the Higgs coupling

parameters ct and cg. Ideally, the whole pT distribution of all the events should be used to

reconstruct the ct, cg coefficients of the effective Lagrangian. However, to simplify the analysis

and to estimate the LHC potential for ct, cg measurements in the pp → h + j analysis, we

6While HqT provides the LO+NLL and NLO+NNLL estimates, the LO estimates are not implemented

with the Passarino-Veltman loop functions and hence break down at high pT .
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Figure 5: Green – 68% band coming from the N− measurement, red – 68% band coming

from the N+ measurement for PT = 300 GeV. Black is a combination assuming 100% corre-

lation between theoretical errors. The probability contours are obtained in Bayesian analysis

assuming zero background for 3000fb−1. We can see that we need very high luminosity to

overcome statistical uncertainty. Left plot corresponds to the SM signal (ct = 1, cg = 0),

right plot to (ct = 0.5, cg = 0.5).

tour is a similar band for the N+ observable. The black contour is a combination assuming

hundred percent correlation of the systematic errors which are, in our case, the choice of the

renormalization/factorization scale and PDF. Due to this correlation the overall combination

contour is not just a simple overlap of the N± contours. However we are dominated by the

low pT measurements, because the statistical uncertainty is much smaller there. We have

chosen the two categories to be discriminated by the PT = 300 GeV to have larger number

of events in the high pT category, even though the separation between N+ and N− isocurves

is small. With 3000fb−1 date we have N− ∼ 30 events for the SM point.

3 Understanding theory uncertainties

The combined theoretical error in the LO estimate is approximately 50% and that at NLO

is approximately 25%. Theory uncertainties come from three sources.
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Azatov, Paul, 1309.5273



7 parameter fit
It couples to W and Z mass!!!

Too early to say whether 
it couples to top due to weak

limits on tth production
 It couples to fermions!

(actually, stronget constraints on cd 
indirectly  via constraints on total width )

Weak limit on coupling to Zγ
due to weak experimental limits

(c.f with effective cZγ=0.014 in SM)

Weak limit on coupling
to gluons due to degeneracy

with cu (c.f. effective 
cgg=0.012 in SM)

Quite strong limit 
on coupling to photons

(c.f. effective cγγ=0.0076 in SM) 



7 parameter fit
It couples to W and Z mass!!!

Too early to say whether 
it couples to top due to weak

limits on tth production
 It couples to fermions!

(actually constraints on cd indirectly 
via constraints on total width )

Weak limit on coupling to Zγ
due to weak experimental limits

(c.f with effective cZγ=0.014 in SM)

Weak limit on coupling
to gluons due to degeneracy

with cu (c.f. effective 
cgg=0.012 in SM)

Quite strong limit 
on coupling to photons

(c.f. effective cγγ=0.0076 in SM) 



2 Parameter Fits

\



2-parameter fits

Excluded by monojet 
searches 

in CMS and ATLAS
Djouadi et al. 

1205.3169 

Excluded by ATLAS 
and CMS 

ZH→invisible search 

SMSM
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Conclusions

Combination of Higgs and electroweak 
data puts strong constraint on 
dimension-6 operators containing Higgs 

Constraints on 7 leading parameters 
governing Higgs interactions with matter 
at the level between 10% and 100%   

No slightest hint of new physics yet   


